REDSTOR
MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Pioneering data management
and protection

Capita SIMS accredited backup
and recovery

Trusted by over 50% of UK schools

Data stored in secure UK
data centres

DATA MANAGEMENT FOR
AN ON-DEMAND WORLD
Every day more than 12,000 UK schools, including multi-academy trusts, colleges and universities rely on
Redstor to protect their data through a fully automated, encrypted and secure data management service.
Redstor develops pioneering technology, which provides borderless visibility and on-demand access to all
your data, wherever it is stored, through a single control centre. Suitable for education establishments of any
size, backup, recovery, archiving and disaster recovery can be managed through a single control centre. This
empowers your IT team whilst reducing costs, simplifying deployment, improving security and compliance
and providing borderless visibility of data.

WHY CHOOSE REDSTOR?
BACKUP AND RECOVERY
Whether data is on-premise, hybrid or in the cloud, Redstor provides streamed, on-demand
access. With unthrottled recovery, you can stream it in real-time to any device. In the event
of data loss, you’ll have your vital admin, curriculum and SIMS data up and running within
seconds, not days. Data backup is fully automated to save you both time and money.

ARCHIVING
Primary storage solutions can quickly reach capacity and require more investment. But with
up to 80% of data being made up of duplicate, redundant, obsolete or trivial data, isn’t it better
to utilise storage more efficiently? With Redstor’s policy-driven, automated, cloud archiving,
schools set a policy and data that hasn’t been accessed in a given timeframe is archived
securely to Redstor’s UK data centres, solving the challenges associated with primary storage
utilisation.

DISASTER RECOVERY
Ransomware is on the rise and with the threat to schools, who hold large amounts of sensitive
and personal data, it is vital to be able to recover all data without paying a costly ransom.
Redstor disaster recovery instantly protects both curriculum and admin data, ensuring
protection from data loss or breach without the need to pay for stand-by hardware or a disaster
recovery site. Recovery tests can be run on demand and recoveries are never throttled.

SEARCH AND INSIGHT
The world of regulation and compliance mounts and tightens with the threat of enforcement
action, heavy fines and reputational damage. As data grows and becomes decentralised it can
be an almost impossible task to keep track of what it is and where it exists. Redstor enables you
to search and action the entirety of your data, as well as identify and mitigate data risks.

MICROSOFT OFFICE 365® PROTECTION
Cloud services, such as Microsoft Office 365®, often require additional protection, like backup,
to ensure against loss of control, loss of data or corruption. O365 protection from Redstor
helps schools to securely manage the protection of O365 data, set their own retention policies
for data and address potential compliance issues. In addition, it ensures that all data can be
recovered in the event of a deletion, accidental or otherwise, adding extra layers of security.

SCREENSHOTS
After a fire
burnt the entire
school site...

Central control
centre
The central control
centre allows you
to manage backup,
recovery, archiving
and disaster recovery,
providing borderless
visibility of data.

Redstor search
console
It is quick and simple
to search the entirety
of your data with
seamless access.

“This is my
first time
dealing with an
incident of this
scale, but I’m
glad we took
the precautions
of choosing
Redstor’s online
data backup as
it really takes
away from the
stress of trying
to get the
school up and
running again.”
Daniel Sapseid,
IT Manager,
The Academy
Selsey (TKAT)

YOUR QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

WHO BENEFITS
AND HOW?

How secure is the Redstor solution?
An expert in school data protection, Redstor
offers secure, fully automated backup,
recovery and archiving services to 12,000
schools nationwide, utilising UK-based data
centres and a dedicated team of recovery
experts. All data is fully encrypted, both in
transit and at rest.

IT MANAGERS:
•

Saves valuable time for IT leaders and their
teams, allowing them to focus their time on
other priorities

•

Secure protection of critical data stored in UK
data centres

How can Redstor help with compliance?
Redstor are the only data management
specialist to have completed the DfE
and ICO’s self-certification checklist for
the provision of cloud services to schools,
outlined in the DfE’s departmental advice
document.

•

On-demand access and restores of data

•

No management or resource overhead required

SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM:
•

Ensures adherence to external and internal
compliance policies

How quickly can I get my data back?
Redstor’s state of the art InstantDataTM
functionality removes the logistical challenge
of moving large volumes of data over the
internet by seamlessly streaming data as it’s
requested by a user or application. Giving
you on-demand access and eliminating
downtime.

•

Secure protection of critical data stored in UK
data centres

•

Full confidence that data is recoverable in the
event of a disaster recovery scenario

•

Instant access to critical data related to the
running of the school

•

Simple and transparent pricing

How is the service priced?
Redstor pricing is designed to be transparent
and predictable. There are no hidden fees,
complex quotes or licensing costs, just a
simple price per GB or TB. The amount of
data you protect is the amount of data you
pay for.

MATS:
•

Ensure data is securely backed up across
your trust

•

Save time and money by managing the
process centrally

•

Keep your school running in the event of
data loss

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT REDSTOR?
TELEPHONE: 0800 170 1736
EMAIL: info@capita-sims.co.uk

FOLLOW US

WEB: www.capita-sims.co.uk/redstor
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